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Let G and H be finite groups. If a group G has an invariant subgroup Ή,
which is isomorphic with H, such that the factor group G/H is isomorphic with
G. then we say that G is an extension of // by G. Now let G be the Galois
group of a normal extension K over an algebraic number field k of finite degree.
The imbedding problem concerns us with the question, under what conditions
K can be imbedded in a normal extension L over k such that the Galois group
of L over k is isomorphic with G and K corresponds to H. Brauer connected
this problem with the structure of algebras over k, whose splitting fields are
isomorphic with K. Following his idea, Richter investigated its local aspect using
the norm theorem in the class field theory. Considering the case, where G is
a i>-group and the order of H is p, Scholz, Reichardt, and Tannaka succeeded
to construct a normal extension over k, whose Galois group is a given p-groixp
with p =SF 2. Scholz also solved the case, where G and H are both abelian. In
spite of the efforts of these mathematicians the general case remains in a situa-
tion very difficult to approach. In the present paper we shall investigate the case,
where G is arbitrary and H abelian of type (p,. 9 p) for a prime number p.
In view of the fact, that every solvable group has a chief series {G,} such that
the factor groups Gj/Gz+i are abelian of type (p,. . . , p), the following investiga-
tion shall be available for the construction of normal extensions with solvable
groups.

In the following we identify H with H* Let ^ ε G b e a representative of
the coset, which corresponds to sE G. We denote with sh the element gshg7ι

e//3 which is uniquely determined for s e G and h&H irrespective of the choice
of gs from the coset. H becomes a G-module by this operation and yields a
representation A of G* If the rank of H is n9 then every element in H can be
regarded as an w-dimensional vector, whose components are integers mod. p.
If it corresponds a matrix A(s) for s&G in the representation A, then sh = A(s)h.
From gsgt — A{s, t)gst with A{s, t)&H it follows

(1) A(s9 t) + A(st9 w)=Λ(s, tu)-{-Λ(s)A{t9 u),

where A(s, t) is called the factor set of the extension G of //by G. If we take
gs = B(s)gs with ΰ(s)GHin place of gs, then we have a factor set A'(s, t), which
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is equivalent to A(s, t), and

A'is, t) = A(s, t) + £(s) - B(sί) + Λ

The transformation of the basis of H gives rise to a representation DAD"1, which
is equivalent with Λ, In this case we obtain the factor set DA(s, t) in place
of A(s, t). It is well known that the extension of H by C is uniquely determined
up to isomorphism by the class of representations and the class of factor sets.

Now let S be a subgroup of G. If there exists B{σ)E:H for every <?eS
such that

A{σ, τ) = B{a) - B(στ) + Λ(σ)B(τ)

for every a, rGS, then we say that A{s, t) splits relative to S. In this case
A(s, t) is equivalent to a factor set A'(s, t) such that Af{σ, r) = 0 for every a,

LEMMA, V being any fixed element in G, ΛWAiv^sv, v~ιtv) is a factor set,
which is equivalent to A(s, t).

This lemma can be easily verified, if we choose g's-gυgυ-isvgυ1 as the repre-
sentative of the coset gsH in place of gs. From this lemma we have readily

THEOREM 1. If A(s, t) splits relative to S, then it splits also relative to any
conjugate subgroup Ό"1SΌ of S.

THEOREM 2. Let S be a p-Sylow subgroup of G. If A(s, t) splits relative
to S9 then it splits relative to G. Tivo factor sets are equivalent to each other,
if their difference splits relative to S.

Proof. Let US, i = 1,. . . , r, be all left cosets of S in G. We can assume
that A(σ, τ) = 0 for every a, r £ S and A(U9 </) = 0, i = 1,. . . , r, for every β^S,
if we put gt.o-gtigσ. Since we have from (1) A(s, a) =0 for every σ&S and
sGG, it follows A(s, t) = A(s, tσ) from (1). If we put

B(u) = ίMU, td
i = l

for every u& G, then B(u) is determined uniquely irrespective of the choice of

the representatives U in the cosets US. Then we have from (1)

B(u) - B(uv) + Λ(u)B(v) =

for every u, VELG. Since the index r of S is prime to p, A{u, v) splits relative
to G.

By this theorem we see that the extension G is completely determined by
the representation Λ and the part of the factor set for a ^-Sylow subgroup S.
When in particular the order of G is prime to p, then G is determined completely
by Λ. Next we consider the case, where A is irreducible. This means that the
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G-module H is irreducible, i.e. H has no proper subgroup, which is an invariant
subgroup of G. In this case the extension G is called irreducible. When G is
not irreducible, it can be obtained by repeating irreducible extensions. In fact,
choose an irreducible G-submodule Hi of H. Then G becomes an irreducible
extension of Hi by Gl Hi and G/Hι an extension of Hi Hi by G, and so forth.
Now let S be the subgroup of G, which corresponds to S in the natural homo-
morphism G-*G. By a theorem on finite groups it follows that the intersection
of H and the center of S has a vector, which is different from zero, since S is
a ^-group. Consequently there exists h ̂  0 in H, such that ah^h for every
(JES. The submodule of H, which is generated by Uh, i = 1, . . . , r, is a G-
module and hence is identified with H, since H is an irreducible G-module. Then
we can assume that Uh, . . . , tnh form a basis of H, where n ^ r. If in particular
S is invariant, then ϋΓ becomes a G/S-module and yields an irreducible repre-
sentation A of the factor group G/S.

Every element uE:G induces a permutation of all left cosets US with ut- S
~ti{u)S and hence a permutation i-*i(u) of indices / with i(uv) = i(v)(u). Let
the matrix A0(u) = (λij(u)) be determined such that λij(u) = l, if i~j(u), and
Aι> (w) =0, if i^jiu). Then Λ0(w) yields a representation Λo of G, which is in-
duced by the identical representation of S. If in particular S is invariant, then
-••fo is the regular representation of the factor group G/S. We can assume that
U is the identity of G and, putting

1
0

we have
0 \

0

We denote with 7/0 the G-module, which is gererated by hi, i = 1, . . . , r. An
extension Go of Ho by G with the representation Λo shall be called regular. The
following theorem asserts that every irreducible extension can be obtained by
means of a certain regular extension, if S is invariant

THEOREM 3. Let G be an irreducible extension of H by G. If the p-Sylow
subgroup S of G is invariant, then there exists a regular extension Go of Ho by
G and a submodide Ή of HQ, such that G is isomorphic with GJΠ and H corre-
sponds to HolΉ.

Proof. Since the order of G/S is prime to p, its regular representation Jo
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is completely reducible. There exists a submodule H\ of /Zo with HQ -Hi + Hi,
such that H is operator-isomorphic with Hi. If A is the irreducible representa-
tion of G by H, then we have

Let Λ(s? ί) be the factor set of the extension G. Putting

A(s, t) =

we consider the r-dimensional vector

A(s, t) =

, ί)

an(s, t)

S, ί)

0

Then this becomes a factor set for the representation DA0D
 1 and yields a regular

extension Go of Ho by G. The factor group Go/H2 is now an extension of Ho/H*
by G, where HQ/H2 is isomorphic with H. Its factor set can be identified with
A(s, t), the representation being A. Hence G is isomorphic with GQ/H2 and H
corresponds to Ho/Hi.

If S is invariant, then A{σ) is the unit matrix for every <;GS. Hence
every component a(σ, τ) of the factor set A{a, r) for an irreducible extension
satisfies the relation

(2) a(σ, τ)+a(στ, ψ) = a(σ9 τψ) , ψ)

for a, τ, ψGS. This is also satisfied by every component of the factor set for
a regular extension, since A0{a) is the unit matrix for <;GS. From the preceding
lemma we have

a, τ) + B(σ, i) - B(oτ, i) -f AQ(σ)B(τ, i) .

If we consider only the z'-th components, then this implies

aάtΐιoti, t^τti) =zjni(σ, τ) + bi(σ, i)-bi(σ

Now? putting
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[aAtϊιati9 ti'τh)

A'(σ, τ) = '

we have

A'U r) = A(σ9 r) + B*(a) - B'(στ)

for a, Γ G S . If we choose Bf(s) arbitrarily, when s does not belong to S, then
we can extend A'(a, τ) to a factor set A'(s, t), which is equivalent to A(s, t)
by theorem 2, such that

A'is, t) = A(s9 t) + £'(s) - #(sf) + A0(s)B'(t).

The vectors .A'U, r) can be determined only by the values of the first components
tfiU, r) of A(σ9 r) for all <;, rGS. The set of values a\(o9 τ) is called the funda-
mental component of the factor set for the regular extension and denoted with
a(σ, τ) in place of ctι(σ, τ). We say that two fundamental components a(σ, τ)
and a!(a, r) are equivalent, if there exist integers b(a) mod. p such that

af(σ, τ) = a{σ, τ) +b{o) -b(στ) +b(τ)

for all a, rGS. Two fundamental components yield a same regular extension
up to isomorphism, if and only if they are equivalent. We suppose that it holds

i 0 0 ^
0Λf 0

0 0 .Am)

where Λ, are irreducibleβ Then the factor set DAf(σ, τ) decomposes into Ai(σ, r),
i = 1,. . . , tn, where At (<j, τ) is referred to A\ respectively. We observe that the
fundamental component α(<;, T) of a regular extension is a linear combination
of components of factor sets of all irreducible extensions, which can be obtained
from the regular extension. Conversely every such irreducible extension is com-
pletely determined by At and a(σ, r). We say that each irreducible extension,
which can be obtained by a(a, τ), is referred to a(a9 r).

We shall now pass to the imbedding of a normal extension K over k, whose
Galois group is G. Let Ω be the subfield of K9 which corresponds to the ^-Sylow
subgroup S of G, We assume that k contains a primitive p-th root C of unity*
If a{σ9 τ) is a fundamental component of the factor set for a regular extension,
then the a(σ, τ)-th powers of C become a factor set with respect to S and K by
virtue of (2). If a(σ, r) and a'(σ9 r) are equivalent, then they yield associated
factor sets with respect to S and Kβ If there exists ξσ&K such that the α(α9

r)-th power of C is equal to σ(ξτ)ξάiςo for all α9 τ from S, then we say that it splits.
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THEOREM 4. Suppose that k contains a primitive p-th root C of unity and
the p'Sylow subgroup S of G is invariant. The necessary and sufficient condition,
tinder which the imbedding of K for every irreducible extension by G referred to
a fundamental component a(o, τ) is possible, is that the factor set ζβ(σ»τ) with
respect to S and K splits.

First we shall prove that the condition is necessary. Let G be an irreducible
extension of H by G with the fundamental component a(σ, τ) and the Galois
group of L over k be G, where K corresponds to H. We choose h EL H such that
tih,. . . ,tnh constitute a basis of H where ah-h for all <;GS. TO the subgroup
Hi of H, which is generated by all elements of the basis except tih, corresponds
a subfield Li = Kifyca) of L with aa&K. We can assume that Uh induces the
automorphism of Li with p~Jcci -» Ĉ Λt/. An automorphism gσ of L over k induces
β-*σ(β) for &ELK. Since Hi is an invariant subgroup of S, the field Li is normal
over Ω. Hence we have go(%/ou) = Vαrίfσ with ξσ^K. Now let gog% = A(σ, τ)gaτ
with A(o, r ) e i / and ai(σ9 τ) be the i-th component of A(σ9 r). Then the auto-
morphism A(σ, τ) induces

It follows then from gogχ{%/ai) = A(<J, τ)gOτ(%/aΓi) the relation

Hence the cn(o9 r)-th power of C splits. Since a(σ, r) is a linear combination of
all components aiiσ, τ) for all irreducible extensions, which are referred to a(σ, τ),
we can readily see that the a(σ, τ)-th power of C splits.

Next we prove that the condition is sufficient. By Speiser's theorem we
have ςσ-a^'1 with aE:K for all J 6 S . We choose a prime ideal q in Ω with
degree one, such that q is prime to all conjugates of a and does not ramify in
K. Choose a number c in Ω under following conditions: (1) c is divisible by
q and not divisible by the square of q, (2) c is prime to all conjugate prime
ideals of q except q. Putting etc = β we have β°"1 = ξζm We put /9, = ί, (β) and
r = Tlβ?, where a are rational integers. Then γ becomes a p-th power of a
number in K, if and only if all a are divisible by p. Now let L be a field gener-
ated over K by adjoining all numbers fy'βi, i-1, . . . , r. The extension L is
normal over ft and abelian over K with the Galois group Ho, which is abelian
of type (p,. . . , p) and of rank r. Ho has a basis fti,. . . , hr, where hi induces
the automorphism fyβi -> <&'&• and makes invariant all £//9y for y % i. If «ίf = i/(M)y
for MGG with ^ES. we choose the automorphism gu of L/k with

Then we can readily see that it "holds gufagΰ1 = A/Vw) and hence i70 yields the
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representation AQ, Also it is easily verified that we obtain gagτ = A(σ, τ)gox,
w h e r e A(σ, v) i s a p r o d u c t of a(tϊισti9 t[{zti)-th p o w e r s of hi, i = l,...,r«

Therefore the Galois group of L over k is the regular extension of H* by G with
the fundamental component a(a, τ). The imbedding is now possible for every
irreducible extension referred to a(a, r) by Galois theory and theorem 3.

COROLLARY. If the order of G is prime to p and k contains a primitive p-th
root ζ of unity, then the imbedding of K is possible for every irreducible extension
of H by G.

The case, where a i>-Sylow subgroup of G is not invariant, is rather compli-
cated and seems difficult to obtain a simple condition, under which the imbedding
is possible.
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